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EQUITY GROUP HOLDINGS

WITHDRAWS PROPOSED DIVIDEND

DECLARATION AND PAYMENT DUE TO

MARKET UNCERTAINTY 

The Board of Directors of Equity Group

Holdings Plc, the largest bank on the

Nairobi Securities Exchange by market

capitalization, has withdrawn its

recommendation of a Ksh. 9.5 billion

(USD $88 million) dividend payout to its

shareholders. The withdrawal of the

dividend payout speaks to the Board’s

assessment of risk, post balance sheet

date of December 31, 2019 and of the

Group’s approach to prudent risk

mitigation and management.

The COVID-19 global health pandemic has led to a great lockdown which has induced a complex

and multi-faceted global crisis of health, economic, and social challenges of an unprecedented

magnitude. The pandemic’s effects have created a significant drop in the global GDP, and a

substantial loss of employment leading to an economic recession which economists are

projecting will evolve into a global depression worse than the Great Depression of the 1930’s. 

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.equitygroupholdings.com
http://www.equitygroupholdings.com


Dr. James Mwangi is a champion for socio-

economic transformation. The Kenyan born

banker and leading businessman is a lifelong

entrepreneur whose career has stood as an

example of how a successful business can

deliver value to its shareholders and create

The global economic outlook has worsened

considerably since the beginning of the year.

The United Kingdom has entered a severe

recession last experienced in the 17th

Century, while the United States

unemployment rate is expected to reach 25%

by the end of 2020 with 39.6 million people

already unemployed. The most recent global

growth projections from the International

Monetary Fund (IMF) have revised the global

economic outlook to below the 2.9% achieved

in 2019 from an initial projection of 3.3% to

-3.0% (negative 3.0%) of GDP growth rate,

which they feel is optimistic. Cautiously, the

IMF also projects that if the pandemic fades

in the second half of 2020 and if policy

actions taken around the world are effective

in preventing widespread bankruptcies,

extended job losses, and system-wide

financial strains, global growth could rebound

to 5.8% in 2021. 

“The Equity Group Holdings Board took a

conservative approach that recognizes the

emerging unquantified risk of the pandemic

and opted to preserve capital in the face of the prevailing uncertainty,” said Dr. James Mwangi,

the Group CEO and Managing Director. He added that, “A strong capital and liquidity position

gives us the strength and capacity to cushion our business and accommodate and walk with our

customers during these challenging times”. 

Further, the Board would like to encourage the Bank’s customers to seek opportunities to

innovate in the age of the pandemic, and to keep looking for growth possibilities even in this

trying time in order to preserve cash and capital, and to not just survive the crisis but to be ready

to thrive in the New Normal. 

By withdrawing the recommendation for a dividend payout the Board is exercising financial

prudence so as to conserve cash to enable the Group to respond appropriately to the unfolding

crisis in terms of supporting its customers, and to be able to direct cash resources to potential

opportunities that may arise as economies in which Equity Group Holdings operates begin to

recover. 

“If the economic crisis mutates into a financial crisis, Equity Group will be well placed to weather

the challenge with a strong capital base, strong liquidity and an agile balance sheet that

improves its leverage, and would allow the financial services group to shield and accommodate



The Equity Group Holdings

Board took a conservative

approach to cushion our

business with strong capital

and liquidity positions giving

us strength and capacity to

accommodate and walk with

customers.”

Dr. James Mwangi, CEO and

Managing Director.

its customers throughout this period of uncertainty,“ said

Dr. Mwangi. 

He added, “However, should the crisis not play out as

anticipated, the Board will explore various options and

make suitable recommendations that will enhance

shareholder value.” 

With this approach, the Group leadership and

management can focus on strategically positioning the

business, in order to protect and preserve its customer

base through loan accommodations and

rescheduling/restructuring to enable them to go through

the prevailing turbulence while at the same time preserving cash to shore up the financial revival

and growth of its customers’ businesses post the COVID-19 crisis. 

The Board continues to evaluate the potential impact of the pandemic on the Group and to

formulate and implement strategic plans to mitigate any effects, and will, in the usual manner

ensure that it keeps the shareholders and other stakeholders informed. 

(END) 

About Equity Group Holdings Plc.

Equity Group Holdings (EGHL), is a Pan-African financial services holding company listed at the

Nairobi Securities Exchange, Uganda Securities Exchange, and Rwanda Stock Exchange. The

Group has banking subsidiaries in Kenya, Rwanda, Uganda, South Sudan, Tanzania, and DRC

with additional non-banking subsidiaries engaged in provision of investment banking, custodial,

insurance agency, philanthropy, consulting, and infrastructure services. Equity Group has an

asset base of nearly USD $7 billion. With over 14.5 million customers, the Group is one of the

biggest banks in customer base in the region. Since 2008, the Group’s corporate foundation,

Equity Group Foundation (EGF), has delivered humanitarian programs in Education and

Leadership, Food and Agriculture, Social Protections, Health, Clean Energy and the Environment,

and Enterprise Development and Financial Inclusion to millions of Africans. EGF has a networked

health care provider, Equity Afia which has been supporting COVID-19 relief efforts. Equity was

founded in Kenya in 1984 as the Equity Building Society. 
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